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White
Good evening.  Tonight:  the House of Lords has been debating the government's Welfare Reform Bill.  Less than an hour ago this happened:

Clip - The House of Lords
My lords, they have voted, contents 213, not contents 229.  So the not contents have it.

White
Well what the Lords were not content about was something which will cause discontent to many visually impaired people as well.  It was an amendment to the new welfare legislation, which is designed to delay the full abolition of the Disability Living Allowance or DLA as it's affectionately known and its replacement by something called PIPs or Personal Independence Payments.  The defeated idea would have meant a trial of the new system for a 12 month period with the obvious hope that the period of reflection would mean the abandonment of this controversial change.  

DLA is the benefit which is perhaps of most relevance to people with a visual impairment.  For many when it was introduced in 1992 it was the very first time that they'd actually qualified for benefit as a result of their lack of sight.  It's designed to help disabled people cope with the added costs of daily living.  For more severely disabled people that might be washing, dressing and other things like that but it's also meant to cover cooking for yourself, the cost of transport and even having a reasonable social life.  Well currently it's paid at three different rates:  for care and two for mobility, ranging between around £20 and £70 a week.  But it's expensive, it now costs around £12 billion a year.  Under the bill, amongst the proposals, is that one level of care, the lowest, should actually be removed.  One consequence would be that everyone receiving DLA would have their needs reassessed for the new PIPs.  And of course with the government making no secret of the fact that it needs to cut the welfare budget most assume the level of support to claimants will be reduced under the new regime.

Here's a flavour of what happened in the House of Lords tonight.

Clip - House of Lords - Baroness Grey Thompson
If we push disabled people into poverty, if we don't give disabled people the right support we need we will be making massive long term mistakes for the rest of those disabled people's lives.  And it's not a small number of people, it could be up to 500,000 disabled people, half a million disabled people could be affected by this.

White
That's Baroness Grey Thompson.  There had been some question of whether aids that people use would be taken into account when assessing whether they - their entitlement to benefit.  Conservative Work and Pensions Minister - Lord Freud had this message of reassurance.

Clip - House of Lords - Lord Freud
My lords, a fundamental principle of PIP is that support should be targeted at those who are most affected and I want to reassure my noble friend, Lady Thomas, that we will not be penalising people who use aids and appliances.  We know that many disabled people have a greater level of participation because of the help that aids and appliances and adaptations provide.  If we were to entirely disregard the use of them we'd penalise those individuals whose health condition or impairment couldn't be helped through their use.  And in those circumstances those individuals would seem less of a priority even though their levels of participation are lower, so there's a balance here.

White
Conservative Lord Newton of Braintree was in fact the minister who first introduced DLA and he supported the government's plan to reform the benefit that he had brought in.

Clip - House of Lords - Lord Newton
What I don't accept is the tenet of the e-mails which are jamming my system at the moment from yesterday through the early hours of the morning into this morning that suggest that government has some dastardly plot to do down disabled people.  It is not the case and I would not be saying this if I believed it for a moment and indeed it is clear to me, having glanced - I haven't been able to read all the e-mails - but to glance at some of them that a number of them are coming from people who will actually not only not lose but may well gain from the proposals that the government are making.

White
And Minister Lord Freud - that was Tony Newton former - the man who actually brought it in - Minister Lord Freud rejected the idea of a delay to the abolition of DLA.

Clip - House of Lords - Lord Freud
We do not think that the formal trial proposal in this amendment is necessary.  But if we do it that way let me - let the House know, it would push back the implementation of the benefit and our estimate is that the loss is 1.4 billion of savings over the reassessment window.  And clearly that needs to be found somewhere else.  And that - I know the noble lords opposite think that's funny...

White
Well there was also some protest from Labour peers and Lady Hollis of Heigham had this to say.

Clip - House of Lords - Lady Hollis
Now there are plenty of political choices if the minister wishes.  For example from freezing council tax to increased council tax bands to looking at some of the things that go on in pension tax relief and so on.  It is not clear to me that the economic growth of this country depends on taking away DLA from some of the most disabled people in this country.

White
Well just a flavour there of tonight's House of Lords debate on the Welfare Reform Bill.  Well the BBC's senior political correspondent Gary O'Donoghue has been following events for us there. 

Gary, run us through what happened there.  We heard Lord Freud unhappy about the idea of postponing DLA and transferring people to PIPs, which was one of the proposals, what in fact happened in the end?

O'Donoghue
Well there actually was only one vote in the end, as you reflected at the top of the programme, and it was pretty close, to be fair, there was only 16 votes in it and Labour and this group of cross-bench independent peers mustered 213 votes between them, which actually if you took that number last week when the government was defeated that would have been sufficient but the government got its ducks in a row today and managed to turn out enough people to defeat that.  Essentially what Lord Freud was saying is that he too wants to avoid a kind of big bang next April of the introduction of PIPs and what he produced was some reassurances this evening.  For example, he said for new claimants there would be a few thousand trialled over the first few months, so there won't be a kind of flood of people going through the new assessment process straight away.  He also indicated that for those already in receipt of DLA, particularly in receipt of those awards that aren't time limited, their reassessment would begin in the autumn of 2013.  So if you're in receipt now of DLA and it's not time limited in any sense and it's an award in perpetuity in effect you won't be reassessed until the end of 2013 - August - October 2013, that sort of time.  And he said also on top of that they had accepted some plans that were floated earlier in the bill for a review of the way the benefit, the new benefit, was working two years after its introduction, then another one two years after that.  So a review, or a couple of reviews, after the fact, if you like, to check it's working properly and an avoidance of a kind of big bang approach on April 5th next year.

White
So does that suggest that the government in some ways is slightly in a mood to give concessions, I mean is that the result, to some extent, of the votes against them last week?

O'Donoghue
I think these are - I mean it's difficult to see whether these are actual concessions, they look like clarifications, they look like fleshing out of things that are already in the bill, particularly on things like the bi-annual reviews after the event.  But I think they are aware that there's a lot of feeling on this - strong feeling on this bill, particularly from the independent cross-bench peers and a number of them stood up today very passionate on this.  The government did get a significant bloody nose on the Welfare Bill last week, three separate defeats on the way Employment and Support Allowance would work, so they were worried this week because bear in mind this stuff has already been through the House of Commons, this parliamentary session ends in the spring, if they want to get this on the statute book they have to take it back to the Commons, reverse the changes that have been imposed by the Lords, bring it back to the House of Lords, the bill has to go through both houses in exactly the same form before it can become law and they're conscious that time is beginning to run out.  So they have to trim a little here and there.  

They have already made, don't forget, one fairly big concession on the question of DLA and PIPs.  You'll remember that when the proposals were first floated they suggested taking away the mobility element from people who were in residential homes, that reversal took place before Christmas, that's been confirmed, that affects 80,000 people who were going to lose the mobility component who now won't.  So they're already having to find extra money for concessions like that and what they were saying today is look we can't - we can't afford this to go any further, the changes we're already imposed could take it up to £5 billion worth of costs, something that a lot of peers questioned incidentally, those - they said that the figures were plucked out of the air in effect.  So it is important for the government to get these things through if they want to stick to their timetable and more importantly their wider agenda of deficit reduction.

White
Stay with us Gary, while we debate this a bit more.  The amendment which would have relaxed the - which would have delayed abolition of Disability Living Allowance was put forward by a group of peers, including cross-bencher Lord Low of Dalston, who's also vice-president of the RNIB.  Well I spoke to him this evening before he rushed back to the Lords to take part in further debates on the Welfare Reform Bill, how did he feel about tonight's result?

Low
Well disappointment obviously.  I think we got quite a good vote for quite late in the evening - 213 - I mean we were winning votes with 213 last week but the government pulled out all the stops, they mobilised their troops and they got 229, so we lost and that's a disappointment.  

White
Now of course this would have been very significant wouldn't it because if you had caused a delay to the move from Disability Living Allowance to PIPs that would have considerably inconvenienced the government but it was a late decision to put it, what was the thinking behind this?

Low
We already had an amendment down, it was moved in committee and we put it down again to subject the new assessment regime to a trial period and not to introduce it for existing claimants until it had been trialled for a year.  And then it was - it was Labour suggested the other day that we should actually combine it with a slightly more radical amendment, which would delay the thing.

White
But did you rather put all your eggs in one basket, in other words - because you moved through - a lot of the other amendments were not seen to a vote, so some people may say that you should actually tactically have tried to get votes on some of those amendments?

Low
I think it was probably the correct decision.  I think the amendment that we did throw our weight behind was the one that was most likely to command support, I mean it was a more radical amendment and we were able to use it to highlight the considerable amount of disarray that the new assessment is in.  The other ones that you're referring to, important as they were, would have been - I'm sure would have come across to the House as lesser more tweaking kind of amendments and they wouldn't have been expected to be put to the vote, to press it to a division would have irritated people and I don't think - I don't think we would have won them anymore than we've won the big one.

White
Are you talking about things like, for example, something that I know has worried some In Touch listeners and that's the idea that aids and adaptations could be taken into account when you're being assessed - in other words if you successfully use a white cane or a guide dog or another piece of equipment that might affect the amount of need you're seen as having?

Low
I feel very strongly about that but the - I mean we probably weren't going to win that one either.  The person who was actually moving that one, her approach was to ask for discussions of the minister and officials before third reading to see if we could find a way through of getting some improvement on that and I think that was probably quite a good strategy.

White
How do you read the mood in the House of Lords, I mean last week there were three victories, that's how they would have been seen, against the government and people may have been really rather hoping that the Lords would be barnstorming again, has the government, to some extent, now got its eggs in a row, to some extent?

Low
I think that there obviously is concern about this Welfare Reform Bill and I think that we've done enough - last week and in what we said today - to project it into people's consciousness that this has many defects as a piece of legislation, so I don't think we've heard the end of it yet.  But I think there were some speeches that steadied the ship, so far as the government - Lord Newton, who was the architect of the DLA when it was originally brought in in 1992, he said that he didn't expect - hadn't expected it to last this long, he thought it was in need of overhaul, he thought the government were going about it in the right kind of way and we should trust the minister who was - who was amenable, who listened to views and would take account of things, we should - we should leave him scope to get on with it.  And the minister himself made a good - a good speech.

White
Well people who are worried about this will interpret what you're saying as the fact that this is now likely to go through without too many problems.

Low
Well I fear that's the case.  I mean that was always likely, Peter, the government usually does get its way.  It's got a majority in the House of Lords and it was pretty remarkable that we - that we upset the apple cart to the extent that we did last week.  But I mean we shouldn't be completely downcast about that, I mean I said in my speech this evening that even though the Commons are likely to reverse any amendment, I said, people would say that there's no point in passing an amendment like this because the Commons will just reverse it. But there are actually two reasons for - for passing amendments like these, one is that it sends a strong signal to the government that they can't just ride roughshod over weak and defenceless people and secondly, it hasn't half helped to raise the issue up the agenda of public awareness and as I said it showed the government that they couldn't just get away with these things below the radar of public attention.

White
Lord Low.  Gary O'Donoghue, our chief political correspondent, is still with us.  How are the campaigning organisations likely to react to this Gary?

O'Donoghue
Well it was interesting actually there was a big letter published by a lot of them in the newspapers this morning supporting this idea of a pause, although the Disability Benefits Consortium didn't sign it on block, only various members of it signed it, I think there was a feeling amongst some organisations not everyone was keeping - some of them were keeping their powder dry just to see how it would affect their particular client group, which always happens in the disability movement as you know.  But this - in a sense Lord Low is not exactly right because there are - there are these, what's called, the criteria and the thresholds that are still being debated and still being consulted on and this is what do you need to test to see if people need help and what level do you need to test it to to see what level of support they get.  Those are still out for consultation, there's three months of that to run and even once the bill goes through, probably in this session of parliament before the spring, the government will have to lay regulations before parliament in the autumn which implement the new assessment process.  And that's been subject to what's called in parliamentary speak the affirmation process, which to you and I means it has to actually go through a vote in both houses of parliament - the Commons and the Lords.  So when they've finally drawn up exactly how the assessment process will work and what the - what you have to do to demonstrate need and what amounts of money you'll get if you demonstrate this amount of need, all that will have to be voted through yes by both Commons and Lords.  So there are opportunities but I think he may be right that the big battles are probably - probably now over.

White
Gary O'Donoghue thank you very much indeed for joining us.  Don't forget you can get a free download of this programme from our website.  Next week we're going to be looking at what are called shared spaces, normal rules are abandoned and we're asked to trust in people's common sense on the roads.  A lot of visually impaired people aren't very happy about that.  Join us for the programme, goodbye.



